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CAST OF CHARACTERS
1. LAURIE FARMER, THE VICTIM #1 
2. LEONARD, LENNY, LEN FARMER, Laurie’s brother. 
3. JER “THE BULLFROG” JONES, LAURIE’S BOYFRIEND 
4. BUS DRIVER, wears a uniform that is a bit small. Has a small 

radio playing. 
5. MS DUBUC, 73 year old retired foot surgeon. 
6. BLAIR TAYLOR, wearing a grey hat, paint-stained clothes and 

clownish or colourful shoes. 
7. ZINNO TREMBLAY, (b.1942) 74 year old abstract impressionist who 

went unnoticed.   
8. JESSE MANILA, journalist, carrying a steno and a phone/recording 

device. Always carries too much to manage. 
9. BOBBY 
10.JO “Bang Bang”, poorly dressed and carrying an ornate oversized 

key, a tablet or smartphone, and wearing an earphone. 
11.STEPH WATSON, just someone reading on the bus. 
12.3 YOUNG BUSINESSWOMEN : ANNA, LENA BAECKER, HEATHER 
13.EARL’S BROTHER 
14.EARL’S OTHER BROTHER 
15.EARL’S MOTHER 
16.MARLA 
17.BETTS 
18.BABA ROSE 
19.TARA ROSE, BABA’S GRANDDAUGHTER 
20.CONSTABLE WASSON 
21.CONSTABLE HENWOOD 
22.DETECTIVE SERGEANT PHIPPS (NOIR, A GRAVELLY AND SLOVENLY 

UNSHAVEN TYPE) 
23.DETECTIVE LIEUTENANT TOWNS (FEMME FATALE STYLE, SERIOUS AND 

SEXY.  
24.RADIO ANNOUNCER 
25.2 MEDICS 

The play takes place near an intersection at a bus stop 
in front of a SHOP, as well as on a bus, at a bar, and in 
a police station.  Down left could have a bench next to a 
bus stop and a garbage can. Up left a SHOP, perhaps 
represented by a doorway with a large sign above it.  Mid 
right is a bus - this can be an actual bus with the side 
facing the audience removed, or it can be represented by 
seats and benches arranged to some degree as per a 
transit bus- see attached diagram- a bus door with 
mechanism would be a nice addition to this. For exterior 
scenes involving the police station, the shop sign can be 
replaced to say “POLICE” and for interior scenes the bus 
stop, bench, and trash can can be replaced with a desk 
and chairs. A table or two and some chairs will do for 
the bar.
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SCENE 1: DEAD AT THE SCENE

(Lights up : Right)

( Early-evening rush hour on a bus. There are people 
standing and sitting and many carry knapsacks or 
briefcases. At least half the people look at a gadget. 
Some read newspapers or a book. The people on the bus 
include STEPH WATSON who sits on the bench near the front 
reading out loud to JO. BOBBY sits alone in a single seat 
and looks at a smart phone. MS. DUBUC is in the single 
seat behind BOBBY and gazes out the window. BETTS stands 
and holds the rail between them and bends slightly to 
look out the window. Someone rings the bell.)

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 

EXHALATIONS OF THE BUS 
DRIVING ALONG.

STEPH
‘Do cats eat bats?' and sometimes, `Do 
bats eat cats?’  1
According to The Bat Conservation Trust 
“Cats do not eat bats but they like to 
play with them. If a bat has been caught 
by a cat it will need expert help from a 

(Some people get up and move toward the rear door, 
including BLAIR, ZINNO, AND JESSE. JO raises an oversized 
ornate key in the air and points it at the departing 
passengers as if it were a gun.) 

JO
BANG BANG, You’re dead. 
BANG BANG, You’re dead.

(STEPH gives JO a dirty look. JO points the key at 
STEPH.)

BANG BANG, You’re dead. 

(STEPH points a finger back at JO.)

STEPH
BANG BANG, You’re dead. 

(STEPH and JO break into giggles. The departing 
passengers turn around to see what is funny and JO 
repeats the sequence.)

 Carroll, Lewis. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Down The Rabbit Hole.1
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JO
BANG BANG, You’re dead. 
BANG BANG, You’re dead.

(Two passengers return fire but the rest turn back toward 
the doorway. JO fires a last round, laughs, and turns 
back to listen to STEPH read.)

BANG BANG, You’re dead.

(Lights up : Left) (At left front is a bus stop in front 
of a shop. Quite a crowd waits at the bus stop, 
including: EARL’S BROTHER, EARL’S OTHER BROTHER, AND 
EARL’S MOTHER, who are all carrying shopping bags and 
packages; LAURIE, who is dressed for the office and 
carries a briefcase and a couple of paper bags; many 
YOUNG BUSINESS WOMEN AND MEN, MARLA… There are also 
several people walking by and out on the street. )

(STEPH smiles and continues to read.)

STEPH
If a bat has been caught by a cat it will 
need expert help from a trained bat carer 
as soon as possible. Even a tiny amount 
of cat saliva in a bat's bloodstream can 
cause infection and without help they are 
likely to—.”2

THERE IS A LOUD THUD 
AND SCREAMS AND 

SHOUTING AND THE SOUND 
OF THE BUS STOPS. 

(The crowd at the bus stop is shouting and murmuring and 
looking on the ground in front of the bus where LAURIE is 
lying on the ground, part way under the bus. On the 
ground near Laurie are some papers and the briefcase 
busted open. Everyone on the bus is pressed toward the 
windows and peering out. )

SOUND: SIRENS

(The BUS DRIVER shuts off the radio.)

BUS DRIVER

(hysterical)

Calm down everyone, calm down. No reason 
to get excited. Please return to your 
seats.

www.bats.org.uk/publications_download.php/1159/Cats_and_Bats_final_option_1.pdf Retrieved 5 2

February, 2017.

http://www.bats.org.uk/publications_download.php/1159/Cats_and_Bats_final_option_1.pdf
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(The driver rushes out of the bus just as a pair of 
police come running up to the scene.)

(Lights fade. End of scene 1.)

SCENE 2: AT THE SCENE

(Lights up.) 

(Right Front: CONSTABLE WASSON stands with the BUS 
Driver. CONSTABLE HENWOOD stands far left where the crowd 
from the bus stop is now corralled. 2 MEDICS are crouched 
down with the body at the scene.)

BUS DRIVER
ooooh nooooooooooooooooooooooooo omigawd 
omigawd omigawd whathaveidone omigawd 
omigawd omigawd whathaveidone no no no no 
no i can’t believe it omi-gaaawd!!! ooooh 
noooooo oooooh nooooooo ooooh nooooooo i 
can’t believe this is happening.

CONST. WASSON
Calm down calm down, the ambulance is 
here and the detectives will be here any 
minute, you just calm down. Shhhh, it’ll 
be alright, shhhh. Here, come with me to 
the car. You can wait there.

(WASSON leads the DRIVER off stage right)

(Off) 

CONST. WASSON
There you go, you just wait here and calm 
down okay.  The Boss is on the way. The 
Detective will need to get your statement 
and we’ll probably have to bring you to 
the station. For now you can just wait 
here. I‘ll be back soon. 

SOUND: CAR DOOR 
SLAMMING.

(The BUS DRIVER moans and carries on quite a bit 
throughout the scene, even when removed to wait in the 
car, we can hear the omigawds in the background.)

(Onstage the 2 DETECTIVES arrive. They confer quietly 
with CONSTABLE HENWOOD and then, along with CONSTABLE 
HENWOOD, set up accident/crime scene tape and/or barriers 
around both the scene and the crowd. DETECTIVE PHIPPS 
then confers with the MEDICS while DETECTIVE TOWNS 
addresses the crowd.)
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DETECTIVE TOWNS
Hello everyone. I’m Detective Lieutenant 
Towns, this is my colleague Constable 
Henwood. I’m sure you’re all shook up and 
anxious to get home to your families. 
We’ll try not to keep you too long. Did 
anyone see what happened? Anyone? 

(One of the YOUNG BUSINESSWOMEN raises her hand 
slightly.) 

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Good. You come with me.  The rest of you, 
wait please. We’ll need to get a 
statement from each of you. Constable 
Henwood here will begin. I know it’s cold 
but there’s a comfort van on the way with 
coffee and something to eat and if it 
looks like it will take very long, we can 
always bring you down to the station 
where it’s warm.

(TOWNS grins fiercely at the crowd then turns and speaks 
to HENWOOD)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Check everyone’s name and ID, ask what 
they saw. 

(TOWNS escorts the YOUNG BUSINESSWOMAN to front left at 
the edge of the stage.)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Hi

(Smiles gently)

YOUNG BUSINESSWOMAN 
Hi

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Unnerving isn’t it.

(The woman fidgets.)

YOUNG BUSINESSWOMAN 
Yes, rath-er.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
I’m Detective Towns.

YOUNG BUSINESSWOMAN 
I know, I heard, over there.  I’m Lena. 
Lena Baecker.
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DETECTIVE TOWNS
So what did you see Lena?

LENA 
Well, um, it happened so fast. It’s so 
hard to grasp. I really still can’t 
believe it. 

DETECTIVE TOWNS
But you did see something?  

(LENA takes several big gulps of air.)

LENA 
Well, yes. Yes i did. There was like 
quite a lot of people and we waited a 
long time and they just started pushing 
as the bus finally showed and uh, i 
think, i mean i’m sure the crowd just 
bumped against that poor woman at the 
wrong time. She was holding that case and 
a couple of bags and the sidewalk is icy. 
And then she slipped and just like 
slipped right under. It was so fast. 

(Shaking her head)

So fast. I really can’t believe it.

(At this last LENA, who has been trembling and fidgeting 
nervously, begins to sob.)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
There there Dear. The nice constable has 
some coffee for you. Come, you can give 
him your name and statement and then 
we’ll get someone to take you home. Okay?

(The woman nods as she sobs and sniffles. TOWNS escorts 
the woman over to the constable who is still taking 
statements from the bus stop crowd.)

LENA
Thank you Officer.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Detective. Detective Lieutenant Towns.

(TOWNS smiles and smooths her trousers as she says this)

LENA
Oh, well thank you Detective Lieutenant 
Towns. I appreciate your kindness.

(TOWNS nods and turns to go, then turns back.)
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DETECTIVE TOWNS
I almost forgot, did you know the woman? 
The woman who got hit?
 

LENA
 Me?! No. No, of course not. I didn’t 
know her. I mean, I’ve seen her of 
course, we’re often on the same bus.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
So you’ve seen her on the bus before?

LENA
Yes.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
But you did’t know her? You never spoke 
at the bus stop. Or on the bus? Or 
somewhere else even?

LENA
No, not really. But I might’ve seen her 
before in my building, the IBM Tower. 
Maybe she works there too. Or nearby.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Okay, thank you. I’ll leave you with the 
constable now. You tell him if you think 
of anything else.

(TOWNS then walks over to the scene and addresses 
DETECTIVE PHIPPS who is standing with the MEDICS)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
So?

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
Dead on impact. The wheel just made a 
mess. There is some bruising unrelated to 
the impact though.

MEDIC 
Yes, the coroner will want to have a 
look.

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
You get anything?

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Just a young suit who feels sure it was 
an accident. Said she saw the Vic slip on 
the icy sidewalk but didn’t sound as 
confident as I’d want her to. 

I’m going to speak to the driver. Here 
comes Wasson, why don’t you two get 
statements from the riders.
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(Nodding toward the bus). 

(CONST. WASSON re-enters stage right and walks over to 
the scene where the medics are carrying off the body.)

(Towns opens a compact and applies some fresh lipstick, 
then exits right.)

(Lights fade. End of scene 2.)

SCENE 3: NIGHT SHIFT

(The bus and the scene remain cordoned off. CONSTABLE 
WASSON and CONSTABLE HENWOOD are standing nearby looking 
at their smart phones. DETECTIVE PHIPPS shuffles in from, 
stage right with a cardboard tray of takeaway coffees.)

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
Morning.

CONSTABLE WASSON             CONSTABLE HENWOOD

 Is it really?                  About time!

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
The witnesses have all been sent home but 
Towns aint happy and I betcha we’re gonna 
get em all back tomorrow. As for this 
mess, we got a crew on the way to clear 
it up.  

(PHIPPS wanders about looking at the scene and examining 
the front of the bus and the ground in front.)

You got all the pictures?

CONSTABLE WASSON 
Yessir

(PHIPPS bends down and picks something up. It is a small 
paper bag, crushed and torn. Phipps opens it and looks 
inside. He holds it out toward the constables.)

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
What do you think?

CONSTABLE WASSON
Someone’s lunch?

(HENWOOD looks in the bag, sniffs and makes a face.)

CONSTABLE HENWOOD
I dunno. Radishes maybe? 
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Some kind of plant? 

Whatever it is, it’s well crushed. And i 
don’t like the smell.  

(PHIPPS takes it back and bags it. Just then DETECTIVE 
TOWNS enters.)

DETECTIVE TOWNS

Evening boys. 

Have you got those witness lists ready 
for me?

And tell me what you think. Did this 
young woman, on her way home from work, 
just happen to slip under a bus? 

Or was the driver going to fast? Drunk 
maybe? Or on the phone? 

What do you think?

Or maybe the driver was paying attention 
and was driving the right speed and doing 
everything a driver should. Maybe she was 
pushed? 

And if she was pushed, was it an 
accident, or was it on purpose?

(The constables both have their pads out and hand them 
each over to TOWNS. TOWNS looks them over and makes a 
number of tickmarks in each one. He then hands the 
notebooks back to the constables.)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
Those are the ones I want to see 
tomorrow. You can start bringing them at 
2pm.
Lets get breakfast. 
Then I really need some sleep 
or something.

(Lights fade. End of Scene 3.)

SCENE 4: THE DAY AFTER

(Lights up: right)

(Mid-morning on a bus.  There are a few people but not 
crowded. The people include STEPH WATSON who looks very 
bummed out and sits near the back with JO who also looks 
despondent. BOBBY is a few seats ahead of them. Mid-way 
back there is an older woman, BABA ROSE, who is carrying 
a basket.  She is sitting with a 20-something young 
woman, her granddaughter, TARA. Everyone is quiet.)
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(Lights up: left)

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISES, 
CARS GOING PAST, THE 

EXHALATIONS OF THE BUS 
DRIVING ALONG. NOISE OF 

THE BUS PULLING OVER 
AND THE DOOR OPENING. 

CLINK OR BLEEP OF FARES 
BEING PAID.

(JESSE, ZINNO, and BLAIR are waiting at the bus stop. 
They all get on the bus and walk straight to the back and 
sit near STEPH and JO. Once they are on the bus, the 
lights LEFT FADE OUT)

BLAIR
On your way to the station? We’re going 
to sign statements and I s’pose they 
might ask more questions. Cops usually 
do.

STEPH
Cops?  Yep. I’m on my way, the sooner i 
do it, the sooner it’s done.

BLAIR
And what do you think?

STEPH
About yesterday? I’m tired. I don’t know 
what to think. But you see that lady at 
the front?

BLAIR
Which one? The one in the yellow hat?

STEPH
Nah, the one with the girl.

BLAIR
Oh yeah, Shroomy.
 

STEPH
Shroomy?

BLAIR
Yeah, that’s what she carries in that 
basket. She’s been mushroom hunting since 
she could walk. That’s what she says. She 
gave me some a few weeks ago, 
Chanterelles.  they were bloody 
delicious.  I tried to convince her to 
take me with her, teach me, but she said 
no way. Wouldn’t even point me in the 
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right direction. Made some joke about how 
she’d have to kill me if I found out. 
Family only.  The girl must be her 
granddaughter. She’s the one its all 
being passed down to.

STEPH
Oh?! That’s her granddaughter? Are you 
sure?  I could have sworn it was the one 
yesterday. You know. The one who got 
killed. I met them on this bus. A couple 
of weeks ago. They both had baskets but 
they were covered.  I was curious but the 
conversation was much more interesting.  
and it never occurred to me…

BLAIR
What never occurred to you?

STEPH
Oh just, never mind. I’m sure it’s not 
important. But if that is her 
granddaughter then I do feel foolish for 
the assumptions i made.  We sat here on 
this bus for the entire 40 minutes from 
downtown to the campus and she told me, 
with that other girl - I never remembered 
until today but I swear it was her- she 
told me all about the granddaughter and 
their relationship. I just assumed that 
it was her granddaughter with her.

JESSE
Maybe she has more than one 
granddaughter. What did she tell you 
about her?

STEPH
She told me her granddaughter is queer 
but thinks she doesn’t know and tries to 
hide it from her. She told me her 
granddaughter has a real nice girlfriend 
and she’s happy for her and she’s tried 
to tell her but the girl never hears it 
because her mother won’t see her and 
she’s sure that’s why. Come to think of 
it, I wonder how she knows that if the 
girl wouldn’t (won’t?) talk to her? Maybe 
the girl up front is the girlfriend?

(JESSE, ZINNO, BLAIR, and now BOBBY, lean closer to talk 
and listen.)

JO
What else?
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STEPH
She said that she understood very well 
about her granddaughter. Said she had a 
girlfriend of her own when she was her 
age. Before she married.

ZINNO
ooooh, my kina lady!

STEPH
She said she just wants the kids to be 
happy and doesn’t think it matters who 
they love just so long as they love 
someone. And are loved.
She seems like a pretty cool and wise old 
lady.

ZINNO
She’s not so ole.

(LIGHTS Up: Left)

BLAIR
Alley oop all, this is our stop, Station 
10.

(They all get up and disembark, everyone heads left 
toward the station except STEPH who heads right)

STEPH
You go ahead, i have to take care of a 
couple of things. I’ll see you later. 
here, take my number. We can meet for a 
drink.

(Steph hands Zinno a business card and exits stage right. 
The rest of them enter the door of the Police Station)

(Lights fade. End of Scene 4.)

SCENE 5: AT THE STATION

DETECTIVE TOWNS
So let me get this straight, you were 
standing before the back door, waiting to 
get out, and you thought you might’ve 
seen someone running away from the bus, 
from the accident you think?  Is that 
what you’re saying?
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JESSE
unhunh, that’s right.  Only I couldn’t 
see so well cause it was fast and i was 
busy playing BANG BANG with Jo.  

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
Jo Bannon?

JESSE
Dudley.

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
Dudley Bannon?

JESSE
No, Jo Dudley. Bobby, Jo’s brother I 
think, maybe, anyway, Bobby always says 
things like “Jo Dudley Bang Bang, you 
stop being a Bangity Bang idiot right now 
you hear .

DETECTIVE PHIPPS
Okay, well the ID say Jo Bannon and it 
probably aint relevant so can we move on?

(Lights fade. End of Scene 5.)

SCENE 6: QUESTIONS AT THE STATION

(Lights up: Left)

BETTS
I was watching closely  and could see 
quite well I tell you and there is no 
doubt in my mind that someone pushed that 
girl. A man. It was a young man around 
her age, maybe a little younger. he was 
carrying a brown briefcase and wore a 
rather nice tan suit.

DETECTIVE TOWNS
What is it you were watching so closely 
Ms. Brown?

(BETTS looks down a little, then looks up defiantly, 
turns to look at Detective PHIPPS before answering 
TOWNS.)

BETTS
I was watching for my girl. My girl 
Marla.
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DETECTIVE TOWNS
Thank you. Do you think you could 
identify the man from a photo, or a line-
up?

BETTS
Yes, i think i could. can i do it now?

(PHIPPS & TOWNS both laugh.)

DETECTIVE TOWNS
No, I’m afraid we’re not there yet. But 
soon maybe. Can you come back tomorrow?

(Lights fade. End of Scene 6.)

SCENE 7: MORE QUESTIONS AT THE STATION

DETECTIVE TOWNS
I really appreciate the thought you put 
into this.  We were well on our way to 
figuring it out but you’ve speeded it 
right along. 

(TOWNS cell phone rings.)

Sure, i’ll be right there.
Would you like another coffee?

STEPH
Yes please.

(TOWNS leaves the room, stage left, and returns a minute 
later with 2 coffees and the phone crunched between her 
cheek and shoulder. She sets the coffees down.)

TOWNS
Thank you, yes, I’ll pass on the message. 
Thank you, I will be sure to do that, you 
have a great evening too.

Good news. You my friend are a hero.  
Lady Baba Rose is in rough condition, her 
kidneys are seriously damaged and it will 
be a long haul for her but the doctors 
think she will recover and might even be 
up and about within a few weeks. She 
asked them to make sure you are thanked 
and to invite you to visit her. 

Do you think you will?

STEPH
Oh absolutely, i’ll go first thing 
tomorrow. At the Royal Victoria right?
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TOWNS
No, the new superhospital. Wing Q, room 
111. You can go anytime. And the 
cafeteria is okay.

(Lights fade. End of Scene 7.)

SCENE LAST: THE AMBIGUOUS POST SCRIPT /AT THE BAR

(Evening in a bar.  There are a few people but not 
crowded. The people include STEPH WATSON, JO, BOBBY, 
BLAIR, ZINNO, and JESSE. They are all sitting together, 
drinking and talking about the accident/murder.)

(BLAIR takes a big swig.)

BLAIR
So the girl who died, Laurie, was whose 
girlfriend?

STEPH
The granddaughter of Baba Rose, Tara. the 
girl we saw on the bus the day we went to 
give our statements.

BLAIR
She was the granddaughter?!

STEPH
NO!  The girlfriend of the granddaughter. 
The granddaughter is Tara Rose and she is 
still very much alive. Though not so 
happy i’d wager.

(STEPH takes a swig and calls for another round.)

She’s been charged with attempting to 
murder her grandmother, Baba Rose. Baba 
is also still alive and hoping to go home 
from the hospital next week.  her kidneys 
are shot and she’ll be on dialysis for 
the rest of her life unless they offer 
her a transplant. pretty unlikely at her 
age unless it comes from a close friend 
or relative.  Any of you want to give up 
a kidney?

( They all mumble and look at their drinks.)

JO
You mean to tell me that Tara tried to 
poison her granny!!?  Really?

(JO begins to weep and snivel.)
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i wish i had a granny. I’d never do that 
to a granny if i had one. Why? Why would 
she?

STEPH
Aaaah well, turns out it is all about the 
mushrooms.

(Zinno and BLAIR look as if they have had an aha moment.)

ZINNO
oooooh i tink i unnderstan. mebbe. So 
tell. tell now. Also tell us de udder 
girl?  De one in de hole? Who kill her?

STEPH
Okay, well, i have to leave in 5 minutes. 
Time is up. i hope this quick explanation 
will make sense to you. If not, perhaps i 
can explain in more detail some other 
day. Okay?

(everyone at the table answers in usnison)

EVERONE
OKAY!

STEPH
The granddaughter Tara went picking with 
her girlfriend Laurie.  They picked 
Chanterelles but also something else. 
Another orange mushroom called a 
Cortinarius. Quite a beautiful mushroom 
really and it has a bit the smell of 
radishes. The professor i spoke to at the 
university told me it is deadly poisonous 
and even a small amount can cause fatal 
kidney and liver failure. He said ‘DO 
NOT, DO NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE, DO 
NOT EAT OR TASTE EVEN A SMALL PART OF 
THIS MUSHROOM.”

STEPH
When we got off the bus at the scene, i 
found one and had taken it home and put 
it on the shelf. I didn’t know why at the 
time. Kind of like taking a souvenir. It 
felt right somehow to do so. 
Truth is it often feels right. I have a 
whole apartment of similar souvenirs, 
trash and debris picked up here and there 
because it reminds me of something.  It 
just happened to be useful for once.
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Laurie, the dead girl also went out 
picking with Baba, without Tara. She must 
learned something from Baba and have 
realized that Tara had picked the deadly 
Cort. She didn’t guess what Tara was 
planning but she did eat some of the 
mushroom and was already feeling very 
sick on the bus that day. She called Tara 
from work, the Detective told me the 
phone records bore it out and the girl 
has as good as confessed. She’d already 
fed quite a large serving of mushrooms to 
Baba when her girlfriend called to 
caution her about the mushrooms. Tara 
panicked and decided she’d better speed 
up Laurie’s demise.

BLAIR
But why? Why kill either of them? What 
possible motive could there be??

ZINNO
Mushrooms. Chanterelles. 

BLAIR
Ooooh, i get it. Also porcini, the ole 
lady picked lots of those!

STEPH
Yes, you said it on the bus Blair, Baba 
told you protecting her mushrooms would 
be worth killing you for, I guess she 
taught that to her granddaughter.
That’s enough for me.
See you folks next time.

STEPH
Good Night.

EVERYONE
Good Night.

STEPH
I mean good morning.  Ha!

(Lights fade. End of play.)


